
 

 

 
         Date: 28 Mar 2022 
 
 

PYP Exhibition 
 

 

Dear Parents, 

  

We are excited to invite you to a parent information session on 19th April at 5pm to share with you 
more information about the PYP Exhibition (PYPX) at KJS.  

You may have heard your child speak about the PYPX already as we began tuning the year group into 
inspiring ideas of how other schools have approached the exhibition, and exciting ideas to direct 
their own.  

In its simplest form, the PYP Exhibition is the culmination of their learning throughout their 
PYP  journey at Kowloon Junior School. The children will use all the skills and dispositions they have 
developed over these years with support along the way from a variety of mentors, to embark on a 
self directed inquiry that will ultimately lead to them taking action. 

Whilst the most important part of the Exhibition is the process that the children go through, there 
will be a showcase at the end as a chance for the children to share their learning with the KJS 
community, the wider ESF community, and of course family. At the moment we anticipate that this 
day will be the 2nd June and would be shared online with parents. Subject to restrictions changing, 
we would of course look to move this date if the opportunity to maximise the presentation 
experience appears. More information and confirmation of the exhibition date will be sent closer to 
the time.  



 

 

 

This graphic highlights the process of KJS PYP Exhibition 

We look forward to sharing more information with you on the 19th April. Please indicate your 
intentions to come, and any questions you may have on this form. Please include the name of your 
child as you enter the zoom: 

https://zoom.us/j/5996783792?pwd=OERzalA2OEFzaStGQ1NuZEIrZFFvZz09 

Meeting ID: 599 678 3792 

Passcode: PYPX 

  

Kind regards, 

Kylie Ship and Dawn Doucette 

Lead Learner for Year 6 and Vice Principal. 
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